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EMPLOYMENT.  San Francisco’s unemployment rate continues to drop while the 
population continues to grow. San Francisco unemployment rates have decreased 
from 5.2% in November to 4.8% in December.  In the past year, San Francisco created 
16,000 jobs while its population grew by approximately 10,000 people. These trends 
are expected to continue until San Francisco reaches a population of one million, at 
which point it should level out. The California unemployment rate stayed consistent 
from November to January at 8.5%. The national employment rate has fallen from 7% in 
November to 6.7% in February. 

CONSTRUCTION.  Currently, over 3 million square feet of office space is being 
constructed with over 2 million additional square feet scheduled to start construction 
this year. The largest office buildings under construction that have not been preleased 
include: the Transbay Tower at 415 Mission (1,370,000 square feet), of which Salesforce 
is rumored to be interested in 600,000 square feet; 350 Mission (451,000 square feet); 
181 Fremont (416,000 square feet); and 535 Mission (307,000 square feet), of which 
Trulia has pre-leased 80,000 square feet. Even with over 2.2 million square feet under 
construction and not yet leased, and with strong leasing activity anticipated, we do not 
expect all space availability issues to be resolved. 

PRELEASING.  Many of the new buildings under construction have preleased much or all 
of their space before completion. Trulia has taken the bottom third of 535 Mission (80,000 
square feet) and Dropbox has taken all of 333 Brannan (180,000 square feet). 333 Brannan 
is an interesting arrangement because they are being built by different developers. Dropbox
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Notable Lease Transactions

One 10th Street 
Twitter  313,206 s.f.

333 Brannan  
Dropbox  180,000 s.f.

345 Brannan  
Dropbox  115,000 s.f.

185 Berry 
Dropbox  110,664 s.f. 

650 Townsend  
Practice Fusion  101,825 s.f.

155 5th 
Eventbrite  97,636 s.f. 

Notable Sales Transactions

101 Second  $297M 

1550 Bryant  $90M

808 Brannan  $35M

Vacancy

Absorption

Rental Rate

New Construction

Trends
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After a strong fourth quarter, leasing activity in the 
first quarter of 2014 has been red hot, with over 
±350,000 square feet in positive net absorption.  
For the first time since the late 1990’s dotcom 
boom, tenants are now in the market for more 
space than is currently available, leading to a game 
of “musical chairs.” Tech and biotech companies 
continue to be major players in the market, 
however, all industries in the region are looking 
strong and will play a role in leasing going forward.
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This information supplied herein is from sources we deem reliable. It is provided without any representation, warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied as to its accuracy. Prospective Buyer or Tenant should conduct an 
independent investigation and verification of all matters deemed to be material, including, but not limited to, statements of income and expenses. CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY, ACCOUNTANT, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR.
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also took all of 345 Brannan (115,000 square feet). Besides 
tenants preleasing in those new buildings, multiple buildings are 
being gutted and leased before completion.  Twitter leased all of 1 
Tenth St. (313,206 square feet) and Eventbrite took 97,636 square 
feet at 155 5th, the new University of the Pacific building. This 
extensive preleasing means that there may be less softening of the 
market than would be anticipated by looking at the construction 
data alone. There has also been speculation about Salesforce 
preleasing a significant amount of the Transbay Tower and Box 
preleasing all of 222 Second.

Office Leasing

Direct asking rental rates for Class A, B and C buildings average 
$51.89/square foot, $40.97/square foot and $36.63/square foot, 
respectively. Year-on-year rental rates for Class A buildings are 
up $6.64 (15%), while year-on-year rental rates for Class B are up 
$4.85 (13%), and Class C buildings are up $4.86 (15%). There are 
no obvious signs that this rapid rental growth, which started in 2011, 
will stall anytime soon.

Net absorption (the change in occupied space) for San Francisco 
overall was a positive 349,377 square feet in the first quarter. The 
North Financial District buildings recorded a negative 278,179 
square feet while the South Financial District recorded a positive 
212,747 square feet. Mission Bay recorded a positive 223,417 
square feet and Rincon/South Beach recorded a positive 154,571 
square feet. This shows the continuing southward movement of the 
center of gravity in San Francisco. Tenants have been drawn to the 
new and creative spaces South of Market. 

The vacancy rate in the first quarter remained consistent with the 
fourth quarter at 8.2%.

Investment

San Francisco continues to attract capital investment from around 
the world and the strong leasing and preleasing market has been 

driving investments into the city. The first quarter of 2014 saw a 
slight drop from $1.6B in transactions in the fourth quarter to $1.2B. 
While the first quarter of 2013 was extremely slow; the first quarter 
of 2014 did not see the same slowdown. Some major buildings sold 
in the first quarter include: 101 Second for $297M or $769/square 
foot, 1550 Bryant for $90M or $494/square foot, and 808 Brannan 
for $35M or $632/square foot. 

During the first quarter there was $1.21B in deal volume comprised 
of 20 San Francisco office properties. A total of 3.4M square feet 
transacted with an average price of $434/square foot, compared to 
$406/square foot in 2013, which is a 7% increase in average dollars 
per square foot

Correspondingly, the average cap rate for San Francisco office 
investments decreased to 4.8% from 5.1%. For perspective on 
relative values, New York’s cap rate is similar, at 4.6%, while the 
national office cap rate average is 6.9% (35% higher). These rates 
demonstrate how investors desire properties in premier markets, 
such as San Francisco, and are willing to pay more to acquire them. 

Institutions continue to be the predominant buyers, comprising 49% 
of the total 2013 transaction volume and 55% in the first quarter. 
Foreign capital investment is also above the national average, with 
Hong Kong and Singapore leading the offshore San Francisco office 
investors.

It’s no secret that San Francisco and the rest of the Bay Area’s 
economy is heavily dependent on the technology sector. It has 
carried the economy out of the recession and into a time where we 
are seeing near-record lows for unemployment in San Francisco 
along with a thriving office leasing and sales market. This heavy 
dependence on a single sector, especially technology, has in the 
past led to extreme highs and lows. While some people are making 

comparisons to the heady days before the dotcom bubble burst, 
today’s technology sector is structurally different. More companies 
are valued by their actual revenue creation, and as more and more 
people come online around the globe, the size of the potential 
market seems almost boundless. Investors and analysts are hoping 
that this new depth and breadth within the technology sector will 
forestall a major crash similar to the early 2000’s. 

SPOTLIGHT: Tech and Bubble

*Figures and information for this report look only at office buildings larger than 5,000 
square feet and were obtained using 3/17/2014 as the cutoff date for the 1st Quarter.  
Source: CoStar Data


